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I think that I might have to get up out of here
?Cause the vibe ain?t nowhere where it usually is
Pass this little thing that talks in my phone
Tryina convince me come to her home
But before arriving, ain?t made it out the door
That?s when baby girl walked in

It just got sexy up in here
I say the way you banging
Ain?t get sexy, today you came, girl
Sexy up in here
I was on my way to my ride
But you right on time, 
You made it sexy up in here
Yeah, that?s right, girl you got it
You know you got it
Sexy up in here
Hey girl, you?re sexy

Baby you came, shut everything down when you
walked in
Your mood changed everything about the atmosphere
Now we get to talking all night long
Next thing I know I?m taking you home
Tryina keep composure walking through the door
And that?s when the clothes hit the floor

It just got sexy up in here
I say the way you banging
Ain?t get sexy, today you came, girl
Sexy up in here
I was on my way to my ride
But you right on time, 
You made it sexy up in here
Yeah, that?s right, girl you got it
You know you got it
Sexy up in here
Hey girl, you?re sexy

Shut it down, girl you shut it down
If you know you got your hair and your nails right
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Standing out in the crowd
Girl you know that it?s about to be a good night
So if you shouldn?t step up the club ain?t popping with
action
Put your hands up if you know yourself stomping
And the club ain?t popping with action

You know you got it sexy up in here
I say the way you banging
Ain?t get sexy, today you came, girl
Sexy up in here
I was on my way to my ride
But you right on time, 
You made it sexy up in here
Yeah, that?s right, girl you got it
You know you got it
Sexy up in here
Hey girl, you?re sexy
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